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Semidefinite Programming Based Algorithms
for the Ratio Cut Problem�

Luis A. A. Meira Flávio K. Miyazawa

Abstract

In this paper we analyze a known relaxation for the Ratio Cut Problem based on positive
semidefinite constraints and present a branch and bound algorithm and heuristics based on
this relaxation. The relaxation and the algorithms were tested on small and moderate sized
instances. The relaxation leads to values very close to the optimum solution values. The exact
algorithm could obtain solutions for small and moderate sized instances and the best heuristics
obtained optimum or almost optimum solutions for all testedinstances. We prove interesting
characteristics for each one of these heuristics. We also compared the semidefinite based branch
and bound algorithm with a commercial integer programming solver.

1 Introduction

Since the work of Goemans and Williamson [10], presenting anapproximation algorithm for the
Max-Cut Problem, the use of semidefinite programming has increased and it turns out to be one
of the main tools to obtain good relaxations and algorithms for combinatorial optimization prob-
lems [11, 10, 21].

In this paper we analyze the relaxation of a Ratio Cut Problemformulation presented by Arora
et al. [2].

The Ratio Cut problem is NP-hard and has applications in image segmentation [19], metric
labeling problem[3] and a natural application in graph conductance.

We propose four heuristics and an exact branch and bound algorithm for the Ratio Cut Problem,
based on this relaxation. We couldn’t prove an approximation factor to the heuristics, but we proved
good characteristics for each one. These algorithms were tested on a set of random instances and,
for all tests, they produced optimal or almost optimal solutions. We also compared the semidefinite
based branch and bound algorithm with a known integer programming formulation [6] solved with
the Xpress-MP solver [17].

We proved the existence of a bounded solution for the Ratio Cut Problem when the expectation
of both parts of the ratio are bounded. This strategy can alsobe applied for other problems with a
ratio in the objective function. Because it is not known a wayto decompose the expectation of a
ratio in terms of their parts, this result has a general utility.�This research was partially supported by ProNEx–FAPESP/CNPq Proc. 2003/09925-5, and CNPq
(Proc. 306526/2004-2, 470608/01–3, 478818/03–3 and 490333/04-4).
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2 Meira and Miyazawa

The first approximation algorithm for the Ratio Cut problem has anO(log n) factor due to
Leighton and Rao [15] in 1988. Recently, the interest in the Ratio Cut Problem has increased.
Freivalds [6] presents a non-polynomial time 2-approximation algorithm, with empirical running
time in O(n1:6) to sparses graphs. When all edge costs are inf0; 1g and vertices weights are 1,
Arora et al. [2] present anO(plogn)-approximation algorithm based on a semidefinite program.
For the general case, Chawla et al. [4] present anO(log3=4 n)-approximation algorithm, while the
current best known algorithm is anO(plogn log logn)-approximation algorithm due to Arora, Lee
and Naor [1].

2 Problem Definition

Given a graphG = (V;E), a cost function, : E ! R+ , a weight function,w : V ! R+ , and a
setS � V , S 6= ;, we denote byÆ(S) the set of edges with exactly one extremity inS, C(S) the
sum

Pe2Æ(S) e, W(S) the productw(S)w(V nS), wherew(C) :=Pv2C wv, and�(S) the valueC(S)=W(S). The Ratio Cut Problem can be defined as follows:

M IN RATIO CUT PROBLEM: Given a graphG = (V;E), costse 2 R+ for each edgee 2 E, and weightswv 2 R+ for each vertexv 2 V , find a cutS � V; S 6= ;, that
minimizes�(S). See Figure 1.

Minimize

Balance

Figure 1: The objective of Ratio Cut Problem is to find a small balanced cut.

In the unweighted version, we havee = 1 for eache 2 E, andwv = 1 for eachv in V .
The Ratio Cut problem is also referred to as the Sparsest Cut problem and Min Flux Cut prob-

lem [5]. Another problem that is strongly related to the Ratio Cut problem is the Quotient Cut
Problem, which can be defined as follows:

M IN QUOTIENT CUT PROBLEM: Given a graphG = (V;E), costse 2 R+ for each
edgee 2 E, and weightswv 2 R+ for each vertexv 2 V , find a cutS � V; S 6= ;,
that minimizesC(S)Æminfw(C); w(V n C)g.

In [2], the Min Quotient Cut is also referred to as Sparsest Cut. In terms of approximability,
an�-approximation algorithm for the Ratio Cut problem is a2�-approximation algorithm for the
Quotient Cut problem andvice versa.
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The following lemma can be deduced from the work of Leigthon and Rao [15]. Because the
proof is not straightforward, we present it here.

Lemma 2.1 An�-approximation algorithm for the Ratio Cut problem is a2�-approximation algo-
rithm for the Quotient Cut problem, andvice versa.

Proof.
Let A1 be an�-approximation algorithm andI an instance for the Ratio Cut problem. LetS

be the cut produced by the algorithmA1(I). Without loss of generality, we suppose thatw(S) �w(V )=2 andw(V n S) � w(V )=2. BecauseA1 is an�-approximation algorithm, we haveC(S)w(S)w(V n S) � � C(S0)w(S0)w(V n S0) ; 8S0 � V; S0 6= ;:
That is,C(S)w(S) � � C(S0)w(V n S)w(S0)w(V n S0) ; 8S0 � V; S0 6= ;� � C(S0)minfw(S0); w(V n S0)g w(V )maxfw(S0); w(V n S0)g ; 8S0 � V; S0 6= ;� 2� C(S0)minfw(S0); w(V n S0)g ; 8S0 � V; S0 6= ;; (1)

where inequality (1) is valid becausew(V ) � 2maxfw(S0); w(V n S0)g.
Now, suppose thatA2 is an�-approximation algorithm andI an instance for the Quotient

Cut problem. LetS be the cut produced byA2(I). Without loss of generality, we suppose thatw(S) � w(V )=2 andw(V n S) � w(V )=2. ThusC(S)w(S) � � C(S0)minfw(S0); w(V n S0)g ; 8S0 � V; S0 6= ;:
i.e. C(S)w(S)w(V n S) � � C(S0)minfw(S0); w(V n S0)g w(V n S) ; 8S0 � V; S0 6= ;� � C(S0)w(S0)w(V n S0) maxfw(S0); w(V n S0)gw(V n S) ; 8S0 � V; S0 6= ; (2)� 2� C(S0)w(S0)w(V n S0) ; 8S0 � V; S0 6= ;: (3)

Inequality (2) is obtained multiplying the previous inequality by maxfw(S0);w(V nS0)gmaxfw(S0);w(V nS0)g . Inequal-

ity (3) is valid becausemaxfw(S0); w(V n S0)g � 2w(V n S).
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3 Semidefinite Programming Formulation and Relaxation

Given an instance(G; ; w) for the Ratio Cut Problem, we can formulate it as follows:�F = minXi<j jvi � vjj2ij
s.t. jvi � vjj2 � jvi � vkj2 + jvk � vj j2; 8i; j; k 2 V;Xi<j jvi � vj j2wiwj = 1; (F )v2i = r2; 8i 2 V;r � 0

For each vertexi 2 V , vi have a valuer or�r. This fact allow us to scalevi in a way that the
denominator of the ratio is1 without change the objective function. Note thatjvi � vj j2 is non zero
if and only if edge(i; j) is considered in the ratio.

Lemma 3.1 F is a formulationfor the Ratio Cut Problem.

Proof.

Let I be an instance for the Ratio Cut Problem,O� � V be an optimum solution toI and�F
the value of the objective function ofF solved with instanceI.

We first prove that�F � �(O�) and then�F � �(O�).
Given a cutS, let r = 1p4jSjjV nSj , vi = r for eachi 2 S andvi = �r for eachi 2 V n S.

The obtained attribution is feasible toF and has cost�(S) for unweighted graphs. This is valid for
any setS, includingO�, so�F � �(O�). In the weighted version, the same conclusion is valid
for r = 1p4W(S)W(V nS) .

To conclude thatF is a formulation it is sufficient to show that any solution hasa associated
cut with the same cost. LetV = (v; r) be a solution toF . Consider the associated cutSV = fi :vi = �rg. As V is feasible,r = 1p4jSV jjV nSV j (in the weighted versionr = 1p4W(SV)W(V nSV) )
and�F (V) values�(SV).

For the rest of the paper, we considern = jV j.
If we relaxvi to ann-dimensional vector inRn , we have a relaxation, namedA1 . To write the

relaxationA1 as a semidefinite program, we observe thatjvi�vjj2 = (vi�vj)2 = v2i �2vivj+v2j
andxij = vivj . For more details on semidefinite programming see [14, 18, 12, 11]. In the following
we present the (weighted) relaxationA1 and its corresponding semidefinite program.
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A1 A1 in SDPminXi<j jvi � vj j2ij minXi<j (xii + xjj � 2xij)ij
s.t. s.t.jvi � vj j2 � jvi � vkj2 + jvk � vj j2 8i; j; k 2 V; xij + xjk � xik � xjj 8i; j; k 2 V;Xi<j jvi � vjj2wiwj = 1; Xi<j (xii + xjj � 2xij)wiwj = 1;vi 2 Rn : X � 0:
For unweighted graphs, Arora et al. [2] prove an integralitygap ofO(plogn) for the relaxationA1 . The largest gap known up to now for this relaxation is 10/9.

The relaxationA1 can be made tighter adding the constraintjvij = jvj j, for eachi; j 2 V . In
semidefinite programming, these constraints are given byxii = xjj, for eachi; j 2 V . We denote
byA1+ the relaxationA1 with these new constraints. Observe thatA1+ is still a relaxation toF .

Remark: Note thatA1 has only relative distances between vectors in the objective function
and all constraints. This implies that the objective function value does not change when the vectorsvj , for eachj 2 V , get the same translation. On the other side, in the relaxation A1+ there may
exist translations that do not change the objective function. See Figure 2.

Translations inA1+
jvj � vij2jvj � vij2jvk � vij2

jvk � vij2 jvj � vij2jvj � vij2 jvk � vij2jvk � vij2
Translations inA1

Figure 2: Translations in formulationsA1 andA1+.

Definition 3.2 An optimal solutionX� of A1 or A1+ is said to besmall if it is optimal and mini-
mizes

Pi2V jvij.
To convert a non-small solution ofA1 to a small one with the same objective value, it is suffi-

cient to translate its barycenter to the origin. In the relaxationA1+ it is sufficient to translate the
hyperplane of small dimension that contains all vectors of the solution to the origin.

Given an instanceI for the Ratio Cut Problem, we denote byA1 (I) andA1+(I) the relaxationsA1 andA1+ defined with the corresponding values ofI.
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4 Heuristics for the Ratio Cut Problem

In this section we propose some heuristics for the Ratio Cut problem. These heuristics receive as an
input parameter a feasible small solutionX� = (x�ij) to relaxationA1 (G; ; w) or A1+(G; ; w)
and then apply some rounding strategy to obtain a feasible solution.

In the following we present the heuristicsH1 , H2 , H3 andH4 . The heuristicsH1 andH2 use

a value�(X�; i; j) defined as�(X�; i; j) = x�ijpx�iix�jj = os(vi; vj). Note that a smaller value for�(X�; i; j) means that vectorsvi andvj are more separated.
All the heuristics can achieve an empty cut.

HEURISTICH1 (G = (V;E); ; w;X�)
1. Let s; t 2 V where�(X�; s; t) is minimum.
2. For eachu 2 V do
3. select a random number� uniformly distributed in[�1; 1℄
4. if �(X�; s; u) � � then
5. S  S [ fug.
6. Return(S).

HEURISTICH2 (G = (V;E); ; w;X�)
1. Let s; t 2 V where�(X�; s; t) is minimum.
2. Select a random number� uniformly distributed in[�1; 1℄.
3. For eachu 2 V do
4. if �(X�; s; u) � �
5. S  S [ fug.
6. Return(S).

HEURISTICH3 (G = (V;E); ; w;X�)
1. LetV = (vi) be the Cholesky decomposition ofX� (X� = VTV).
2. LetS  ;
3. Select a random vectorr 2 Rn uniformly distributed in the unit sphere.
4. For eachu 2 V do
5. if vu � r � 0
6. S  S [ fug.
7. Return(S).

HEURISTICH4 (G = (V;E); ; w;X�)
1. LetV = (vi) be the Cholesky decomposition ofX� (X� = VTV).
2. LetA ; andB  ;.
3. Select two vectorsr1; r2 2 Rn uniformly distributed in the unit sphere.
4. For eachu 2 V do
5. if vu � r1 >= 0 andvu � r2 >= 0 thenA A [ fug
6. if vu � r1 < 0 andvu � r2 < 0 thenB  B [ fug
7. LetG0 obtained fromG contractingA andB to verticesa andb, resp.
8. LetS0 be a cut with minimum cost separatinga andb in G0
9. LetS be the set of vertices inG corresponding toS0.

10. Return(S).
4.1 Some Analysis of the Heuristics

It is not hard to show the following lemma:
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Lemma 4.1 Let P be a minimization problem with domainD and objective function�P(S) = CP(S)=WP (S); 8S 2 D, whereCP(S) > 0 andWP(S) > 0 for eachS 2 D.
LetA be a randomized polynomial time algorithm forP, I an instance andS a solution produced
byA(I). If Sopt is an optimum solution forI and�1, �2, C� andW� are positive numbers such
thatC�=W� � �P(Sopt), �1=�2 > 1, the expectationE[CP(S)℄ � �1C� andE[WP (S)℄ � �2W�,
then there exists a solutionS0 with �P(S0) � �1�2 C�=W�.
Proof.

Let �� = C�=W� and� = �1=�2. BecauseE[C(S)℄ � �1C� andE[W(S)℄ � �2W�; we haveE[C(S)℄E[W(S)℄ � ��� ) E[C(S)℄ � ���E[W(S)℄ � 0: (4)

By the linearity of the expectation, we haveE [C(S)� ���W(S)℄ � 0:
This proves the existence of at least one solutionSgap such thatC(Sgap)� ���W(Sgap) � 0:
That is,�(Sgap) � ���.
Lemma 4.2 If the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1 are valid for the Unweighted Ratio Cut Problem, withC asCP ,W asWP , then it is also possible to find a solutionS0 with �(S0) � (1 + �)�1�2 C�=W� in
polinomial time with high probability, for any� > 0.

Given a cutS for the Ratio Cut Problem, denote byZS = C(S)� ���W(S).
We also need the following fact.

Fact 4.3 Pr[ZS � ��nb ℄ � p for any p 2 (0; 1) and b = p(��1)(1�p)n .

Proof. (Fact 4.3)
The expectationE[ZS ℄ is equal toE[C(S)℄ � ���E[W(S)℄. Assuming the hypothesis of the

lemma we haveE[ZS ℄ � 0. We also haven� 1 � W(S) � n2.
Because�� is a lower for any optimal solution, we haveC(S)W(S) � ��, for any setS � V; S 6= ;.

This impliesC(S)� ��W(S) � 0, for any setS � V; S 6= ;.
Therefore,C(S)� ���W(S) � � (� � 1) ��W(S) � � (� � 1) ��n2; for anyS � V; S 6= ;:
From the above, we conclude thatZS � � (� � 1) ��n2.
Suppose that Fact 4.3 is false, that is,Pr[ZS � �� nb ℄ > p. In this case, we obtain thatE[ZS ℄ � � (� � 1) ��n2Pr[Zs < �� nb ℄ + �� nbPr[Zs � �� nb ℄)> � (� � 1) ��n2(1� p) + �� nb p= 0:
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Therefore, we obtain a contradiction that validates the lemma.
Proof. (Lemma 4.2)

Consider a pair(p1; b1) that respect Fact 4.3 such asb1 = 2=� for some� > 0. With probability
greater than1� p1, we have that C(S)� ���W(S) � �� nb1 :

Becausen � 1 � W(S) andn � 2 we have nb1 � 2W(S)b1 . That is, with probability greater
than1� p1 we have C(S)� ���W(S) � 2��W(S)b1 :
Thus, �(S) � �� + 2b1� �� = (� + �) ��: (5)

We havep1 = 11 + �2(��1)n . If the algorithm is appliedn times, and a solutionS0 with mini-

mum value is returned, the probability that inequality 5 is not satisfied forS0 is less than or equal
to (p1)n � e� �2(��1) , wheree ' 2:71828. For� and� constants, the probability to obtain the desired
cut is greater than a constant value. An algorithm that finds the desired cut with high probability
can be achieved for this result.

For the remaining of this section, we denote byX� = (x�ij) a small optimum solution
for A1+(G; ; w) ands andt two vertices were�(X�; s; t) is minimum. Given a solutionX� for
relaxationA1+, we denote byY � the solutionX� scaled by a constant factork such thatY � = kX�
andY �ii = 1 for each vertexi.

Let C(X) = 14Xi<j (xii + xjj � 2xij)ij = 14Xi<j jvi � vjj2ij ;W(X) = 14Xi<j (xii + xjj � 2xij)wiwj = 14Xi<j jvi � vjj2wiwj ;
and�(X) = C(X)=W(X), whereX = VTV.

Observe thatC(Y �) =Pi<j 1�y�ij2 ij ,W(Y �) =Pi<j 1�y�ij2 wiwj andy�ij = os(vi; vj).
Lemma 4.4 The value�(Y �) is a lower bound for�(S), for any setS � V; S 6= ;
Proof.

Let X� be an optimum solution toA1+. AsA1+ is a relaxation of formulationF , �(X�) is a
lower bound to the value of any optimum solution for the RatioCut. We haveC(Y �) = kC(X�),
andW(Y �) = kW(X�). Therefore,�(Y �) = �(X�).

We first consider that�(X�; s; t) = �1. In this case, all heuristics generate non-empty cuts. We
further present some ways to keep the same results when this condition is not true.
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If each one of the four heuristics receivesX� as an input parameter, then they partially respect
Lemma 4.1, but we couldn’t obtain an approximation algorithm. In what follows, we show the
strength and the weakness of each heuristic.

First consider heuristicsH1 andH2 . These heuristics are, in some way, symmetric. While
the heuristicH1 guarantees that the expectation ofW(S) is lower bounded by a constant factor ofW(Y �), see Lemma 4.5, the heuristicH2 guarantees that the expectation ofC(S) is upper bounded
by a constant factor ofC(Y �), see Lemma 4.6.

It is also possible to obtainX� for which Lemma 4.1 does not hold for heuristicsH1 andH2 .

The following lemma shows that heuristicH1 produces a cut whereE[W(S)℄ is at least a factor
ofW(Y �).
Lemma 4.5 If S is the solution produced by heuristicH1 and �(X�; s; t) = �1, thenE[W(S)℄ � W(Y �)2 .

Proof.

Consider two verticesu andv in V n fsg.
The probability that edgeus is in Æ(S) is

1� �(X�; u; s)2 = 1� os(vu; vs)2 = 1� y�us2 .

The probability that edgeuv is in Æ(S) is the probability that(s; u) 2 Æ(S) and(s; v) 62 Æ(S)
plus the probability that(s; u) 62 Æ(S) and(s; v) 2 Æ(S). That is,Pr[(u; v) 2 Æ(S)℄ = 1� y�us2 �1� 1� y�vs2 �+�1� 1� y�us2 � 1� y�vs2 = 1� y�usy�vs2� 12 minf1� y�us2 + 1� y�vs2 ; 1 + y�us2 + 1 + y�vs2 g (6)� 12 �1� y�uv2 � : (7)

Inequality (6) can be verified. See Figure 3. Inequality (7) is valid from the triangle inequality
constraints ofA1+. More precisely1� y�uv2 � 1� y�us2 + 1� y�vs2 and1� y�uv2 � 1� y�ut2 + 1� y�vt2 = 1 + y�us2 + 1 + y�vs2 : (8)

In inequality (8) we use the fact that�(X�; s; t) = �1. In this case, the angle betweens andt
is �, and we haveos(vus) = � os(vut).
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Figure 3: 12 minf1�xus2 + 1�xvs2 ; 1+xus2 + 1+xvs2 g versus1�xusxvs2 ;8xus; xvs 2 [�1; 1℄.
The expectation ofW(S) isE[W(S)℄ = Xu<vwuwvPr[uv 2 Æ(S)℄= Xu2V nfsgwuwsPr[us 2 Æ(S)℄ + Xu2V nfsg Xv2V nfsg j v<uwuwvPr[uv 2 Æ(S)℄� Xu2V nfsg 1� y�us2 wuws + 12 Xu2V nfsg Xv2V nfsg j v<u 1� y�uv2 wuwv� 12Xu<v 1� y�uv2 wuwv= W(Y �)2 :
Now, we present a solutionX� where the expectation ofC(S) for the cut produced by heuris-

tic H1 is unbounded. Consider the case where(1 � y�uv)=2 = 0, that means no contribution toC(Y �) and(1� y�us)=2 = 1=2. In this case the probability that(u; v) is in Æ(S) is 1=2, that implies
a half contribution to the expectation ofC(S). Addingedge by edge, each edge could have a similar
behavior, and the expectation ofC(S) will grow unbounded in relation to the value ofC(Y �). See
Figure 4.

s A large set

Figure 4:C(S) unbounded inH1 .

Something symmetric happens for heuristicH2 . In this case, we can obtain an upper bound
toE[C(S)℄ within a factor toC(Y �), but we couldn’t obtain a lower bound toE[W(S)℄.
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Lemma 4.6 If S is the solution produced by heuristicH2 , thenE[C(S)℄ � C(Y �).
Proof.

The probability that(u; s) 2 Æ(S) for all u 2 V n fsg is given byPr[(u; s) 2 Æ(S)℄ = 1� �(X�; u; s)2 = 1� os(vu; vs)2 = 1� y�us2 :
If u andv are not equal tos thenPr[(u; v) 2 Æ(S)℄ = ����y�su � y�sv2 ���� = ����1� y�sv2 � 1� y�su2 ���� ;

that is exactly the probability to chose� values�(X�; s; v) and�(X�; s; u).
The triangle inequality constraint implies that1� y�sv2 � 1� y�su2 � 1� y�uv2 and

1� y�su2 � 1� y�sv2 � 1� y�uv2 :
Therefore, we havePr[(u; v) 2 Æ(S)℄ = ����1� y�su2 � 1� y�sv2 ���� � 1� y�uv2 ; for all (u; v) 2 V � V;
and E[C(S)℄ =Xu<vPr[(u; v) 2 Æ(S)℄uv �Xu<v 1� y�uv2 uv = C(Y �):

To obtain a solutionX� where the expectation ofW(S) is not lower bounded, consider an
edge(u; v), wherey�uv = �1 (full contribution toW(Y �)), and y�us = y�vs. In this case we
havePr[(u; v) 2 Æ(S)℄ = 0. Symmetrically toH1 , addingedge by edge, each edge may have
a similar behavior, and the expectation ofW(S) does not increase, becoming unbounded relative
with the value ofW(Y �). See Figure 5.s A large set

Figure 5:W(S) unbounded inH2 .

The heuristicH3 uses the hyperplane rounding strategy presented by Goemansand William-
son [10] for the Max-Cut problem. They proved that the probability that an edge(u; v) is cut by a
random hyperplane isaros(y�uv)=�. As can be seen in Figure 6, this value is always greater than0:878(1 � y�uv)=2. Therefore, the following lemma is straightforward.
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Lemma 4.7 If S is the solution produced by heuristicH3 , thenE[W(S)℄ � 0:878W(Y �).
The difficult to obtain an upper bound toPr[(u; v) 2 Æ(S)℄ = aros(y�uv)� comes from the fact

that aros(y�uv)� cannot be bounded byk 1�y�uv2 for any constantk (see Figure 6).
When analyzing heuristicH4 , we found out some interesting properties. The probabilitythat(u; v) belongs to(A;B) is the probability thatr1 andr2 cut (u; v), which values(aros(xuv)=�)2,

times the probability thatu 2 A [B, that is1=2.Pr[(u; v) 2 (A;B)℄ = �aros(xuv)� �2 12 :
We can note that this probability is upper and lower bounded by constant factors of the contribu-
tion in C(Y �) andW(Y �) (see Figure 7). More precisely, we haveE[C(A;B)℄ � 12C(Y �) andE[W(A;B)℄ � 0:2023W(Y �). Therefore, the following lemma is valid.

Lemma 4.8 If S is the solution produced by heuristicH4 thenE[W(S)℄ � 0:2023W(Y �).
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Figure 6: aros(x)� versus0:878 � 1�x2 �
.
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Figure 7: 0:20231�x2 versus 12 1�x2 versus(aros(x)=�)2 12 .

Because the final cutS may have more edges than(A;B), we couldn’t prove an upper bound
for E[C(S)℄ by a factor ofC(Y �).

Consider now the case when�(X�; s; t) > �1. One way to deal with this situation is to assure
that one edgeij will be separated. In Section 5 we show in details how to do this separation. By
solving the relaxation with this separation for an arbitrary vertexi and allj 2 V n fig and choosing
the minimum, we can obtain a lower bound that contains a pair of vertices with�(X�; s; t) = �1.
Another way to deal with this situation is to discard empty cuts in the heuristics. In this case,C(S)
andW(S) will be multiplied by the same factor and therefore we can maintain the same analysis,
unless for heuristicH1 that uses the fact�(X�; s; t) = �1.

5 A Branch and Bound Algorithm for the Ratio Cut Problem

The idea used in the branch and bound algorithm, namedB&B , for the Ratio Cut problem is quite
simple. It consists of using the relaxation as a dual bound and the heuristics as primal bounds.
Although the relaxation has high time complexity, it leads to an excellent relaxation.
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The first step consists to solveA1+ relaxation. This leads the first lower bound. Apply the four
heuristics over the result of the relaxation. Because the heuristics is much faster than solving the
relaxation, each heuristic can be repeated a certain numberof times without a significant waste of
time.

While there exists a gap between the lower bound and the upperbound, we branch the execution.
An arbitrary vertex is chosen, say vertex0. We define a metric between each vertexi 2 V and the
vertex0, that is�(X�; i; 0) = os(vi; v0)

If �(X�; i; 0) = 1 , we have the angle betweenvi andv0 as zero. In this case, asA1+ has the
constraintjvij = jv0j, we havevi = v0. On the other hand, if�(X�; i; 0) = �1 and, using similar
arguments, we can conclude thatvi = �v0.

When �(X�; i; 0) is in f�1;+1g for all i 2 V all vector vi is in f�v0; v0g and the integer
solution is reached. The constraintjvij = jvj j was necessary to conclude that the solution is integer.
The formulationA1 does not contain this constraint and theB&B overA1 does not work correctly.

A node of the branch and bound tree is a semidefinite programQ composed byA1+ more
some integrality constraints. LetXQ be an solution ofQ. The “most” fractional variable for a
given solutionXQ, sayifra(XQ), is a vertexf such that�(X�; f; 0) is close to zero. TheB&B
algorithm maintains a heap sorted byifra(XQ) for each nodeQ. In each step, the algorithm selects
a vertexf from the heap and, ifQ value is smaller than the current lower bound, it produces new
branching using the restrictions�(X�; f; 0) = 1 and�(X�; f; 0) = �1

If we add toA1+ the constraintxf0 = �xff = �x00, any further solution will satisfy�(X�; 0; f) = �1. On the other hand, if we add the constraintxf0 = xff = x00, any further
solution will satisfy�(X�; 0; f) = 1, so the branch and bound is possible.

Observe that the constraintxff = x00 already belongs toA1+.
The branch and bound algorithm beats the brute force algorithm (generate all possible cuts)

to find an optimal solution and allow us to discover the integrality gap ofA1+ in graphs of the
benchmark we have used.

In Figure 8, we present the branch and bound algorithm.

5.1 Generalization to Other Optimization Problems

The strategy of many Branch & Bound algorithms for a NP-hard problem is to consider an ILP
formulation and to use additional restrictions to its relaxations. Because SDP is a generalization
of LP, every formulation and relaxation valid in the previous is also valid to SDP. The difference
is the fact that LP can be solved exactly and SDP can be solved within a small error ratio, both in
polynomial time complexity.

To decide between SDP and LP, it is necessary to consider someimportant aspects.
The advantages of LP are considerable in many ways. There aremany robust and stable im-

plementations, such as CPLEX and XPRESS, that are comparatively faster than SDP solvers, many
allowing integer programming formulations and features aspre-processing and branch-and-cut al-
gorithms.

To compare the time to solve SDP and LP relaxations in instances of equivalent size see Ta-
ble 2 (columnAv. CPU time Heu) and Table 3 in Section 6. In these experiments, for instances
with n = 40, the time to solve the associated LP was around 100 times faster than SDP.
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ALGORITHM B&B(P ), whereP = A1+(G; ; w)
1. LetXUB  Heuristis(P )
2. LetH be a heap of semidefinite programsQ, indexed by the most

fractionally variable (incident to vertex 0) inXQ, sayifra(XQ),
whereXQ is a solution ofQ.

3. LetH fPg.
4. WhileH 6= ; do
5. letQ RemoveMin(H) andf  ifra(XQ).
6. if A1+(Q) < �(XUB ) then
7. letQ0  Q [ fxf0 = �xff = �x00g
8. andQ00  Q [ fxf0 = xff = x00g
9. if A1+(Q0) < �(XUB ) then

10. if XQ0 is a feasible cut thenXUB  XQ0
11. else
12. letX 0  Heuristis(Q0)
13. if �(X 0) < �(XUB ) thenXUB  X 0
14. LetH  H[ fQ0g.
15. if A1+(Q00) < �(XUB ) then
16. perform the corresponding steps executed in lines 10–14 forQ00.
17. ReturnXUB .

Figure 8: Semidefinite based branch and bound algorithm.
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Another advantage of LP is the use of awarm startto solve the relaxations associated to each
node. Although there are theoretical works that describe the possibility of a good initial point to a
family of problems [16], some solvers, as the SDPA package, used in the experiments presented in
this paper, has restrictions that do not allow this optimization. See more details in Section 6. In our
implementation, the algorithmB&B solves the relaxationA1+ from the beginning in each node
of the branch and bound tree. Integer Linear Programming Solvers use a previous basis to obtain a
new solution of a branching step.

On the other hand, SDP has some advantages. The use of SDP constraints can generate better
lower bounds which may reduce the number of visited nodes. The result of a SDP,X� in our
notation, can be interpreted as a set of vectors,V. In this case, we can use special rounding strategies,
as done by heuristicsH3 andH4 .

Consider a general problemP described by an integer formulation. Any set of binary variablesV t can be described asV t = fvti j vti 2 f�r; rgg for a constantr 2 R and each variablevt can be
relaxed to a vector of lengthr and dimensionjV tj by SDP constraints asXt � 0xii = r;
whereXt is a square matrix with dimensionjV tj. Once we have solved the above semidefinite
program, the vectors inV t can be obtained by a Cholesky Decomposition ofXt.

The branching strategy described in Section 5 can be appliedto construct a branch and bound
algorithm. In many LP formulations that uses modulus, the relaxation usually does not give useful
information and the use of a branch and bound over SDP may be competitive.

In Appendix A we have a list of problems where Semidefinite Programming is used as a tool
to obtain an good approximation algorithms based on good relaxations, as Max Cut, Maxk-Cut,
k-Colouring and Satifiability problems.

When we relax natural integer linear formulations for Max Cut and Satifiability problems, the
fractional solution can contain all edges or satisfy all clauses (see Subsection A.1 and A.2). Because
of this weakness, the number of visited nodes in branch and bound algorithms based in these linear
formulations can be very large. On the other hand, the SDP relaxation is more tight. For this reason,
the number of visited nodes in a branch and bound tree is smaller.

For other problems, as Maxk-Cut andk-Colouring, the relaxations of a natural ILP also don’t
give useful information, because it allows all edges to be inthe cut or a 1-colouring fractional so-
lutions (see Subsections A.4 and A.3). In these problems, SDP based branch and bound algorithms
may be very promising. If two vertices have the same color or belong to the same set, we can use
the following constraint: xij = xii = xjj:

By the other side, if two vertices must have different colorsor must be in different sets we can
use the following constraint: xji = �1=(k � 1):
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6 Computational Results

The semidefinite programs were solved with the SDPA package [20], that is an implementation of
a primal-dual interior-point method for semidefinite programming. Unfortunately, thewarm start
was not implemented in the SDPA package and we have to recompute the semidefinite program in
each node of the branch and bound tree. Mitchell [16] presents a way to compute a new semidefinite
point from the parent node in a semidefinite branch and bound tree. In theory, it is sufficient to start
the resolution of SDP. If(X0; Y 0) are initial primal and dual points, the SDPA solver looks fora
solution(X;Y ) such that0 � X � omegaStar � X0 and0 � Y � omegaStar � Y 0, whereomegaStar is a parameter [8]. Our effort to compute a good initial pointin the branch and bound
procedure using the SDPA solver did not work, because the mentioned constraints limit the domain
and non-optimal solutions were generated by the solver.

The experiments were performed following the same approachused by Goemans and William-
son [10] for the Max-Cut problem. We generated four types of instances: types A, B, C and D. In
type A instances, each vertex has weight 1 and each edge is selected with probability0:5 to receive
cost 1. If the edge is not selected, its cost is zero. In instances of type B, the vertex weight is a
random rational number uniformly distributed in[0; 50℄, and the edge cost is also a rational number
uniformly distributed in[0; 50℄. In instances of type C, each vertex has weight 1, and each edge is
selected with probability9=jV j to receive cost 1. The edge cost is zero if the edge is not selected.
While type A instances correspond to dense graphs, type C instances correspond to sparse ones,
because the expected vertex degree is 9. In the instances of type D, we arbitrarily divided the setV
in two disjoint sets,V1 andV2, wherejV1j = jV2j. All vertices have weight 1. The edges insideV1
or V2 are selected with probability 0.5 to receive cost 1. Edges linking vertices inV1 with vertices
in V2 are selected with probability0:25 to receive cost 1. All edges not selected have cost zero.

We set the parameters of SDPA solver and the branch and bound algorithm to produce solutions
with errors of at most0:5%. Each heuristic was executed 1000 times on the same instance, returning
the best obtained solution. Empty cuts were discarded.

For each instance and heuristic, we also saved a numberk that is the iteration in which the
respective heuristic found its best solution. The heuristic H2 does not have ak associated, because
there are at mostjV j � 1 possible solutions and we have obtained all of them. For the heuristicsH1
andH3 we also count the empty cuts to compute the corresponding value ofk, while for heuristicH4 , we do not. The time to solve the heuristics without the time to solve the relaxationA1+ is
negligible (less than0:3% of the time to solveA1+).

We produced a set of instances containing 20, 30 and 40 vertices. For each instance, we obtained
an optimum relaxed solution and applied the four heuristics, presented in Section 4, and the exact
branch and bound algorithm. See Tables 1–2 for a summary of the results. The CPU times are given
in seconds on a Xeon 2.4 GHz with 1024MB of RAM and Linux operational system. In theVisited
Nodescolumn, we only considered non-leaf nodes in the branch tree. The integrality gapfor an
instanceI is B&B(I )A1+(I) . Thedeviation factorof a heuristicHi is Hi(I)B&B(I ) .

The relaxationA1+ has integrality gap surprisingly good. For almost all teststhe obtained
relaxation value was equal to an optimum cut value. The quality of the relaxation leads to good
heuristics and the branch and bound algorithm visited a small number of nodes in the branch and
bound tree.
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T S N. Integrality Average Maximum
y i Inst Gap Deviation Factor Deviation Factor
p z Av. Max H1 H2 H3 H4 H1 H2 H3 H4

20 400 1.005 1.01 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.54 1.12 1.00 1.00
A 30 95 1.003 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.00 1.00 1.00

40 5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

20 400 1.00 1.002 1.008 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.78 1.00 1.00 1.00
B 30 146 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.70 1.00 1.00 1.00

40 26 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.27 1.00 1.00 1.00

20 400 1.007 1.015 1.045 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.75 1.00 1.00 1.00
C 30 95 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.5 1.00 1.00 1.00

40 2 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

20 400 1.004 1.03 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.45 1.01 1.00 1.00
D 30 93 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.17 1.00 1.00 1.00

40 3 1.01 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Table 1: Tests using relaxationA1+.

The performance of the branch and bound algorithm depends basically on the semidefinite pro-
gramming solver, which is still a very active area. Clearly,theB&B algorithm with formulationA1+ may also become faster using better solvers.

To investigate the formulationA1+ more closely, we relaxed the semidefinite constraint. The
new relaxation, namedA1+X := A1+ n fX � 0g, was solved by the Xpress-MP solver. The
maximum integrality gap obtained with the optimum solutionwas9%. The relaxation was solved
around ninety times faster. See Table 3. The integrality gapfor an instanceI is B&B(I )A1+X (I) .

We also implemented the formulation used by Freivalds [6], which we denote byFr , and solved
it using the Xpress-MP solver [17] over instances of type A and size 20.

The formulationFr is: minFr(x) = Xi;j2V jxi � xjjijsubjet to H(x) = Xi;j2V jxi � xj jdidj = 1Xi2V xi = 0;
To convert the modulus to integer linear programing constraints, we usedN(N�1)=2 additional

binary variables.
Let theMAXB&B andAV GB&B be the maximum and the average time toB&B solve in-

stances of size20 in the experiment described by Table 2. We haveMAXB&B = 7000s andAV GB&B = 323s.
To solve instances of size 20 by Xpress over integer formulationFr we set the maximum time as
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T S N. Average Av. CPU Visited
y i Inst k time Nodes.
p z H1 H3 H4 Heu B&B Av. Max

20 400 135 10 2.3 155 439 1.2 21
A 30 95 86 9.5 2 6668 6668 1.0 1

40 5 29 7.8 1.2 30564 91510 1.0 1

20 400 18 4.3 2.2 108 108 1.0 1
B 30 146 20 3.3 2.1 4305 4305 1.0 1

40 26 6.6 3.2 2.0 18718 20761 1.0 1

20 400 118 8.6 2.3 137 473 1.4 6
C 30 95 82 12 4.0 6568 6568 1.0 1

40 2 68 6.0 1.5 26660 119623 1.5 2

20 400 95 10 2.4 166 273 1.0 3
D 30 93 77 9.7 2.2 6695 6695 1.0 1

40 3 22 5.0 1.6 28980 90928 1.0 1

Table 2: Tests using relaxationA1+.2MAXB&B seconds. The Xpress-MP solver was configured to stop when thegap between primal
and dual bounds is within 1%. We tested it in fourteen instances an for all of them Xpress-MP
solver stopped in2MAXB&B seconds without a solution with a gap within 1%.

We improveFr with triangle inequalities, generating a formulation we denote byFr4, and
apply the same experiments to all instances of size 20. The Xpress-MP solver could found solutions
(within 1% of the optimum) in a few seconds for the great majority of the instances, but for 12 of
them, the solver visited more than52;000 nodes in the branch and bound tree and spent more thanMAXB&B seconds. For 6 instances, the solver spent more than2MAXB&B seconds and stopped
without a solution within1% of the optimum.

Let T be the time to solve an instance withFr4 formulation in the Xpress-MP solver, andNod
the number of visited nodes in the branch and bound tree. In Tables 4 we present the behavior of
this formulation for the instances of size 20.

7 Conclusion

We analyzed a known relaxation for the Ratio Cut problem using semidefinite programming. We
also presented an exact algorithm and heuristics based on this formulation. The presented heuristics
obtained solutions with value very close to the optimum and the exact algorithm could be executed
on small and medium sized instances. The solution of the branch and bound algorithm was compet-
itive, compared to a known integer programming formulationsolved with the Xpress-MP package.

The performed tests showed that the use of semidefinite programming for this problem is a very
promising strategy. With the continuous advances on the theory of semidefinite programming (as
occurred with the theory of linear programming) we hope the presented algorithms could obtain
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Type Size N. Average Max. Average
Inst Int. Gap Int. Gap Time (s)

20 400 1.003 1.06 2.0
A 30 95 1.008 1.09 38.7

40 5 1.000 1.00 250.6

20 400 1.000 1.00 1.9
B 30 146 1.000 1.00 46.3

40 26 1.000 1.00 231.3

20 400 1.001 1.05 1.7
C 30 95 1.004 1.09 35.2

40 2 1.000 1.00 205.9

20 400 1.003 1.06 1.7
D 30 93 1.010 1.07 36.5

40 3 1.008 1.02 259.5

Table 3: Result of relaxationA1+X .

Time N. Inst Visited Nodes
Without solution in2MAXB&B 6 Nod > 85000MAXB&B < T � 2MAXB&B 6 52000 < Nod � 85000AV GB&B < T � 2MAXB&B 49 2800 < Nod � 52000AV GB&B=100 < T � AV GB&B 591 19 < Nod � 2800T < AV GB&B=100 948 Nod � 19

Total 1600

Table 4: Execution time in and number of visited nodes inFr4.

solutions for larger graphs in less time.
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A Formulations and Relaxations for a Series of OptimizationProb-
lems

In the following we present some semidefinite formulations for problems for which the strategy pre-
sented in this paper may be used. These formulations have been used to obtain good approximation
algorithms for Max Cut, Maxk-Cut,k-Colouring and Satifiability problems.

In what follows we show the definition, an integer or modulus formulation and a semidefinite
formulation for each one of this problems.

A.1 Max Cut Problem

Bellow we present a Max Cut Problem definition:

MAX CUT PROBLEM: Given a graphG = (V;E), let a cutS be a proper subset ofV , and letÆ(S) be the set of edges with exactly one endpoint inS. The objective is to
find a cutS such asjÆ(S)j is maximum. In the Weighted Max Cut Problem, there is
an associated coste 2 R+ for each edgee 2 E. The objective is to find a cutS such
that

Xe2Æ(S)we is maximum.

The Max Cut problem can be formulated as an integer linear program and an integer semidefinite
program, as follows: IPMax Cut SDPMax Cutmax Xfi;jg2E 12 jxi � xjj (i; j)xi 2 f�1; 1g 8i 2 V; max Xi<j 12(1� vi:vj) (i; j)vi 2 f�e1; e1g;
wheree1 is a vector with all elements equal to zero, unless the first, that values1. That is,e1 =(1; 0; 0; : : : ; 0).

If we relax IPMax Cut to a linear program, the objective function will achieve
Pe2E e, that

means no useful information. On the other hand, the integrality gap ofSDPMax Cut, with vi relaxed
to unit sphere, is greater than0:878 [9].

A.2 Satisfiability Problem

Bellow we present a Satifiability Problem definition:
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SATISFIABILITY PROBLEM: Given a setU of variables, a collectionC of disjunc-
tive clauses, where a literal is a variable or a negated variable in U. A solution� is a
truth/false assignment for each variableu 2 U , in other words, a solution is a function� : U ! fT; Fg. The objective is to find an attribution� where the number of clauses
satisfied is maximnum

The Satifiability problem can be formulated as an integer linear program and an integer semidef-
inite program, as follows:IPSAT SDPSATmax Xi zis:t:Xu2I+j xu + Xv2I�j (1� xv) � zi;8Ci 2 Cxu 2 f0; 1g; 8u 2 Uzi 2 f0; 1g; 8i : Ci 2 C

max XCj2C zjs:t:Xi2I+j u(xi) + Xi2I�j u( �xi) � zj ;8Cj 2 C;u(Cj) � zj ;8Cj 2 C; l(Cj) = 2;1l(Cj) XC2Pj u(C) � zj ;8Cj 2 C; l(Cj) � 2;zj 2 f0; 1g;vi 2 f�e1; e1g;
wheree1 is a vector with all elements equal to zero, unless the first, that values1, v0 is a reference
to the truth value,u(xi) = (1� vi:v0), u( �xi) = (1 � vi:v0), u(xi _ xj) = 14(1 + vi:v0) + 14 (1 +vj :v0) + 14(1 + vi:vj), I+j is the set of non-negated variables in clauseCj, I�j is the set of negated
variables in clauseCj , l(Cj) is the number os variables ofCj andPj is a set of length 2 formed by
the literals ofCj , two at time. For more details aboutSDPSAT see [10].

If we relaxIPSAT to a linear program, the objective function will achieve allclauses satisfied,
that means no useful information. On the other hand, the integrality gap ofSDPSAT , with vi
relaxed to a vector int he unit sphere andzj in [0; 1℄, is greater than0:7584 [10].

A.3 Max k-Cut Problem

Bellow we present a Maxk-Cut Problem definition:

MAX k-CUT PROBLEM: Given a graphG = (V;E), a weight function,w : E ! R+ ,
and an integerk 2 [2; : : : ; jV j℄, the objective is to find a partitionF of V into k disjoint
sets,F = fC1; C2; : : : ; Ckg, such that the sum of the weight of the edges between the
disjoint sets, k�1Xi=1 kXj=i+1 Xv12Civ22Cj w(v1; v2);
is maximum.
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For k = 2 the problem is the Max Cut problem (see Section A.1). The bestapproximation
algorithm for the Maxk-Cut Problem is due to Frieze and Jerrum [7].

The Maxk-Cut problem can be formulated as an integer linear program and an integer semidef-
inite program, as follows:IPMaxk Cut SDPMaxk Cutmax Pe2E weyes:t: Pki=1 xvi = 1; 8v 2 V;zuvi = jxui � xvij; 8u; v 2 V; i 2 f1; : : : ; kg;yuv = 1� 12Pki=1 zuvi; 8u; v 2 V;xvi 2 f0; 1g; 8v 2 V; i 2 f1; : : : ; kg;

max k�1k Pi<j wij(1� vi:vj)s:t: vi:vi = 1; 8i 2 V;vi:vj = f0; �1k�1g; 8i; j 2 V:
If we relaxIPMaxk Cut to a linear programming, the objective function will achieve

Pe2E we,
that means no useful information. On the other hand, the formulation SDPMaxk Cut, with vi:vj
relaxed to[�1; 1℄, is used as a tool to obtain an approximation algorithm to theproblem [7].

A.4 k-Colouring Problem

Bellow we present ak-Colouring Problem definition:k-COLOURING PROBLEM: A legal vertex coloring of a graphG(V;E) is an assign-
ment of colors to its vertices such that no two adjacent vertices receives the same color.
Equivalently, a legal coloring ofG by k colors is a partition of its vertices intok inde-
pendent sets. Thek-Colouring problem consists in to find a legal coloring ofG by k
colors.

Thek-Colouring problem can be formulated as an integer linear program and an integer semidef-
inite program, as follows:IPk Colouring SDPk Colouringmin zs:t: xu � z; 8u 2 V;jxu � xvj � 1; 8fu; vg 2 E;xu 2 Z+ min zs:t: vi:vj � z; 8i; j 2 V;vi:vi = 1; 8i 2 V;vi:vj = �1k�1 ; 8i; j 2 E:vi:vj = f0; �1k�1g; 8i; j 2 V:

If we relaxIPk Colouring to a linear program, the objective function will achieve zero, that means
no useful information. On the other hand, the formulationSDPk Colouring, with vi:vj relaxed to[�1; 1℄, is used as a tool to obtain an approximation algorithm to theproblem [13].


